
Land of Dream
A fashion guide for your outfit inspiration.
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Being young and interact with the colors and objects of a chaotic
mediterranean street market. From the college uniforms that create a
contrast with the surrounded elements to voluminous shapes that reminds to
a tropical colourful moods which create an interesting mix with the market.
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Mediterranean
Inspired Fashion
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Simplicity, sophistication, and oftentimes stripes are the ever-
present fashion trinity that has accompanied Europeans down
cobblestone streets for centuries. Luckily, our world is much smaller
these days. Jet-setters and the style-savvy have brought their
recognizable style abroad.
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Boutique showcasing
some of the beautiful
photos we took a few
weeks ago when Kara’s
niece who’s a
photographer was in
town from Arizona. I
have 3 darling looks to
show you starting with
the high expectations of
the black jumpsuit.The
details of this romper are
truly what make a solid
black garment so special. 

Current
favourites



Summer Accessories
When it comes to summer , I think a
lot of us omit these elements of style
and we don’t want a lot of additional
“stuff” around to maintain, making
us even hotter. The summer
accessory game by showing you a
few of my favorites from Karadise
Boutique to make summer style
functional and fashionable, starting
with bags 

Printed Canvas Bag
Bags come in a variety of colors (light
pink, dark pink, and turquoise) and
lay completely flat when empty
which is easy to pack. The soft burlap
straps sit comfortably on your
shoulder when toting towels,
sunscreen, a change of clothes, a book
and whatever else you like to have
pool or beachside. 

Mediterranean Accessories
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The absolute highlight of
Santorini, however, is Oia.
The city is on the northern
tip.

A Guide to Paradise
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A sunny side tote is another option when needing a beach style bag for the summer. This
one is just a touch more “dressy” than the printed canvas beach bag bag, but essentially
can function the same. Not only does the Sunny Side Tote come in both black and beige.
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Anyone else here get frustrated when all your stuff falls
out the second you set your bag down. This tote can
certainly be used at the beach or pool, but is chic enough
to use as an everyday handbag.

Sheer Mass Dresses
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On the lookout for the perfect dress, it can quickly happen that you are overwhelmed
by the sheer mass of choices (scroll 2 hours and at the end you throw everything out
of the shopping basket). But my list comes to the rescue! I have put together my
absolute favorites for you here. Everything in two price ranges - so let's go, have a
look and get inspired!

Add Some Color
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Wear a “stack” of colorful bracelets
with bright tassels for additional
pop. The best thing about these at
Karadise is they look like a stack,
but it’s really just one bracelet,
making accessorizing a breeze!
Don’t neglect your summer
accessories just because it’s hot.

And finally, a simple
beaded necklace like this
one has just the right
amount of color and
neutral so it can be
paired with basically
anything.Head over to
Karadise toda to stock
up on these darling
additions to your
wardrobe.
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